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FPGA Implementation of Sine and Cosine Value
using Cordic Algorithm
Samiha Aouissi, Mohamed Benouaret

coordinate system. Later some modifications have been
presented [5]. The CORDIC algorithm provides an efficient
mean of computing trigonometric functions by rotating a vector
through some angle, specified by its coordinates[6].
First, consider the basic CORDIC algorithm as
illustrated in fig.1
All the trigonometric functions can be evaluated from
functions using vector rotations. The CORDIC algorithm
provides an iterative method of doing vector rotations by
certain angles using only shifts and adds operations. The
algorithm is derived using the general rotation transform :
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Abstract— Digital signal processing (DSP)algorithms exhibit an
increasing need for the efficient implementation of trigonometric
functions. The trigonometric functions like cosine and sine form
the building block of certain transforms like Discrete Fourier
Transform(DFT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [1]. For calculating such basic
trigonometric functions, a hardware efficient algorithm is needed
which will provide highest throughput and reduced latency. This
paper presents the design and implementation of CORDIC
algorithm for cosine and sine calculation on FPGA. Obviously,
our aim is to perform this architecture to ensure the optimization
design in terms of power, area and speed for efficient FPGA
implementation. The circuits have been described in Very high
speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language
(VHDL).
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Figure 1. Rotation of a vector V by the angle ĭ
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I.

INTRODUCTION
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CORDIC is an acronym for Coordinate Rotation Digital
Computer. It is a method of calculating trigonometric
functions, adapted to computers based on binary logic[2].
Given the prohibitive cost of multiplication in terms of area and
frequency of operation, it is advantageous to limit the number
to a minimum when designing. The algorithm for calculating
trigonometric CORDIC calculates successive iterations by the
cosine and sine functions using only multiplication or division
by powers of two, which it translates into practice, shifts to the
left or right .Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have
also been suggested as an efficient replacement for applicationspecific integrated circuits (ASICs) and digital signal
processors (DSPs) for applications that require a combination
of high performance, low cost, and flexibility [3].
This paper is concerned with FPGA implementation for
Sine and Cosine Value using Cordic Algorithm, organized as
follows. Section II, is reviewing the theoretical for CORDIC
algorithm. In section III, FPGA design methodologies are
explained Implementation of CORDIC algorithm. In section IV
Results and discussion then synthesis, verifications and
performance evaluation are illustrated. At last, conclusion is
given in section V.
II.

X ' = X ɫɨɾ(ĭ) - Y ɫɨɾ(ĭ)
(1)
Y ' = Y ɫɨɾ(ĭ) + X ɫɨɾ(ĭ)
Where (X’,Y’) are the coordinates of the resulting vector
after rotation of a vector with coordinates (X,Y) through an
angle of ĭ in the rectangular plane. These equations can be :
X ' = ɫɨɾ(ĭ).[X - Y tan(ĭ)]
(2)
Y ' = ɫɨɾ(ĭ).[Y + X tan(ĭ)]

CORDIC OVERVIEW

The CORDIC algorithm was proposed by Volder [2] in
1959. Walther generalized this algorithm [4] for The three -
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Many features are added to the FPGAs with every
generation, making it possible toper for computations at higher
clock frequencies and in the most recent FPGAs, larger blocks
aimed at digital signal processing (DSP) computations. this
paper presents theoretical and practical aspects of
implementing sine/cosine CORDIC-based generators in
FPGAs. The main results can be summarized as follows: A
trade-off speed and area will determine the right structural
approach to CORDIC FPGA implementation for an
application. Module count and operating speed depend
significantly on the used synthesis tool. Simulation has shown
that the redundant adder can improve the efficiency of
CORDIC FPGA implementations for bit-lengths the 24-bit.
The hardware description language (HDL) code is generated to
structurally simulate and verify the functionality of the design.
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